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ELECTRON TUBES 

AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 



ILICTBON TUBF,S .�.l.!illR APPLICATIO}l� 

ONE BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLE. ill the various tub99 listed !or use in radio 

receivers employ the same basic operating principle, DEUnel�
1
.the emission o! elec 

trons from a heated object within a vacuum. la.ch tube thus contains an electrode 

built up of a substance rich in electrons and cnlled the cathode. This cathode 

� be either a directl7 heated filament as in wost of the earl,y tubes, or a 

cylindrical sleeve that is  indirect4r heated from a filament passing through it1 

center. 

The electrons emitted by the cathode are attracted to a seconc. element called 

the plate or anode which carries a high positive potential. This m16rat1on of 

electrons from cathode to plate renders the space within the tube conductive, and 

therefore pennits current to flow from the negative cathode to the positive �la�o. 

At a constant cathode temperature as detendned by the rated filament voltage, the 

rate of electron movement toward the plate depends upon the plate potential, and 

increases at higher potentials until all el�ctrons emitted by the cathode reach the 

plate. At this point a condition of saturation is said to exist. In other words, a t  

a  constant cathode temperature the plate current tlow incres.eas as the pl.a'l:.e .i:,ota.r.t�d.l 

is increased, but only up to a certain point, and beyond this staE-e no further in 

crease in plate potential •111 affect the current flo�. 

In such a 2-element tube, or diode, current can thus flow from the cathode to 

the plate but not in the reverse direction; that is ,  the tuoe has uni-directional 

conductivity. It  is therefore su.1 ted for use as a rectifier of alternating curre�',s 

and is used as such in the power units of A.C. line operated rc.-..)•-"ive1"s. The aa.�e 

feature also adapts the dioie for use as a detector-re�tifier, 1 .orl 1 t 1� now eoplcyed 

in that manner in the detector stage of ma.ey modern receivei·�. The diode is further 

adapted for va�ious automatic control purposes in more complex circuit systems. 

These different applications will be explained in detail later on. 
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The amount of current flow in a vacU'lllJl tube depends upon the positive potential 

of the plate a, an attracting force and the amount ot emi.11ion from the cathode 

which is cauaed by heat. T�e stronger the plate potential, the more electrons it 

will attract up until the point of saturation. ..A.s stated previously electron 

emieeion in a vacuum tube is produced by heat. The higher the cathode temperature 

the more electrons are emitted, and the greater becomes the plate current. Thia 

continu&s until the electrons leave as rapidly as they oecome available, and beyond 

this point �o further rise in cathode temparature will increase the plate current. 

In practice, however, tubes are operated at such a constant temperature that an 

abundant supply of electrons ·is constantl7 available without overtaxing the cathode 

and shortening its useful life. 

The plate current flow also increases at higher plate voltages, for then more 

electrons reach the plate and the space within the tube becomes more conductive. 

This continues u.�til the electrons reach the plate as fast as they are releaaed from 

the cathode, and beyond this point of saturation further changes in plate potentfal 

have no effect on t�e c,�rrent flow. Tnese several point3 shou_ld be clearly kept in 

md.nd , for t!ley will come up again in the discussion on tube chara.c terietics ,  such 

as plate impedance, mutual conductance, etc. I t  sh-0uli be plainly evident by this 

time that tne electrons are the all-important units and t11at the opera.ting qualities 

of a tuoe can easily be influenced by exerting the proper electrical control on 

these electrons. 

Since the electrons are merely small parcels of negative P°tectricity e111itted by 

the cath�de and attracted to the positive plate, an electrically charged object 

placed between these electrodes will necessarily influence this electron movement - ------..._ 
'- . 
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a positive charge will aid the nx>vement and increase the number of electrons reach 

ing the plate, ·while a negative charge will retard the moveroent a.nd decrease tr.a 

number reach1� the plate. 

Such an element is the grid, which is  in the fol'til of a wire mesh mounted 

between the cathode and plate and electrically connected to a pin in the base of the 

t1ibe or to a metal cap at 'the top of the tube. Externally the grid is connected 

(or returned) through the coupling unit to the cathode, the latter always being 

taken as the starting point or point of zero potential. Therefore, when the grid 

or plate is  referred to as positive or negative, the cathode is  always the point 

of reference. 

A positive charge on the grid, it was stated, helps to attract the electrons 

and increases the number reaching the plate. :But if this positive char.ge on the 

grid is increased too far, a saturation point is  again reached, and beyond this 

point the plate current remains practically constant. Whenever the grid is at a 

positive potential, some of the electrons will impinge on the grid, and this 11 

equivalent to current flowing from the cathode to grid. It ia  commonly referr$d to 

&8 grid current flow, and �turally involves a dissipation or waste of energy in 

the grid circuit. More "111 be said about the effects of grid current flow later on. 

As the charge on the grid becomes more negative, it re-pels a larger number of 

the electrons back to the cathode and the plate current decreases proportionalq. 

Soon a state is reached where a s �  electrons are repelled back as leave the cathode, 

and the plate current ia reduc.ed to zero. This grid potential is known as the cut 

off point, for here the electron flow from cathode to plate is cut off. 

RELlY ACTION OF THE GRID Ili A TUBE 

It is evident that all the electrons leaving the cathode are not intercepted b1" 

the grid, but the greater number pass through and on to the plate, The intens1 ty of 
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the electric charge on the grid, however, regulates the m,Jmber that can get through, 

' 
and in th11 manner the grid act, a, a control lever on the plate current. 

J.. positive charge on the grid aidei the electron movement and ba1 the same 

effect on the plate current as increasing the plate potential bas. On the other 

hand, a negative charge on the grid retards the electron movement and ha.a the same 

effect as decreasing the pl�te potential. However, since the grid is so verr much 

nearer �o the cathode than the plate is ,  its influence on the electron movement also 

i s  much greater. That is,  a  slight change in grid potential can cause the same 

change in plate current flow as would result from a large variation 1n plate potential. 

•· 
In other words, small amounts of energy on the grid can control or release. large 

amounts of energy in the plate circuit. 

I t  i s  this control or relay action of the grid that makes the 3-element tube or 

triode so valuabie in a radio receiving system. The minute signal vol ta.gee picked 

�p by the antenna and bronght to tne receiver via the lead-in, are .impressed on the 

grid of a tube. Instantly the electrons between the cathode and plato come under the 

influence of these grid voltages and the plate current is modulated accordingly. The 
..,,. 

i.... 

signal thus reappears in the plate circuit as a variable current, the variations 

corresponding in every detail to the signal voltages impressed upon the grid. 

On reviewing the entire action it can be seen how the grid receives the small 

signal voltages and by virtue of its influence on the electron movement transfers them 

to . the plate circuit where they are imbued with more power supplied oy the B-oattery 

or electric B-power unit. The signals are accoruingly strengthened or amplified. 

The grid tlms acts as a very delicate rel� unit, and enables the tube to amplify 

the signals. 

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS ILLUSTRATED BY CURVES 

The operating characteristics of a vacuum tube as it is subjected to different � 

circuit conditions, are generally illustrated by means of graphs or curves drawn on 
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oroea-aect1on paper. Such curTea are wpplied by the tube manufacturer• for ever;y 

tube produced, and from theae CUrTH one can tell at a glance just what circuit 

condi tione are required to obtain certain tube performance, or wba t tubes beet meet 

the. requirements of a particular circuit qetem. 

A frequentl1 used curve is the grid-voltage plate-current characteristic curTe 

which illustrates the variation• in plate current flow at a constant plate potential 

but for different Taluee of grid voltage. Sa.ch a t7Pical curve 11 illustrated in 

fig. 1,  and the data needed to make the curve can be taken with the circuit arrange 

ment as in :rig. 2. �he tube 11 a typical triode with an indirect� heated cathode 

such as the t7Pe 27, 37, 56, 76 or 605. In the case of a filament. type cathode 

the connection• shown at •x• are DBde to point "T". ..l high voluge aource 1B1 1• 

coJ:1D.ected into the plate circuit, of a value correeponding to the voltage at which 

the tube is operated in actual practice. In the grid circuit are two 9-volt 

C-batteriea, C-1 and C-2, connected in aerlea and with the COlllllOD connection between 

them Joined to point •x•. Aleo, a 50,000-ohm potentiometer "P " . i s  conuected across 

the two batteries as illustrated, the elider bei:Dg brOU&ht to the grid of the tube. 

Three meters are uaed, a n.o. milliaDlneter K-1 in the plate c1.rcu.1 t to indi 

cate the plate current flowin,;, a high-reaietance D.C. voltmeter M-2 to indicat� the 

applied plate preesure, and a suitable sero-center D.c. voltmeter M-3 to indicate 

the voltage on the grid. lb' movi13g the potentiometer slider from the uppet· ex 

tremit7 to the lower, the voltage on the grid can be varied from 9 volte positive 

through zero to 9 volte negat1Te. 

In maldn& the observations the potentiometer is started at ma.xi�-um negative 

position and the grid voltage and plate current recorded for successive one-volt 

aetti13gs, until the plate current appear, to rea<..h a ateaey value. The data obtained 

1• then plotted in graphic fol'll as in J'ig. l. 

I 
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.uu.LTSIS OJ '?Bl PLATE CUBRP'J' CBil.lOTIRISTIC 

!he curve illuatrated in Yig. 1 1 •  the usual plotted graph of the grid-voltage 

plate-e\\rrent cbaracteriatic of a tube. The general trend and poei tion of the 

curve, however, mq '9817 w1 th different tubea due to the design and arrangement of 

the various electrodes in the tube, ae will be discussed later on. 

The curve has a alopi11g atraight portion and bende off to the horizontal at 

each end. Aa the negative potential on the grid increases, it repels more and more 

of the electrons and the plate current gradualq decreases to sero. The grid 

potential a ; which the curve h1 te the horizontal axis, (point 1F" on the curve) is 

known as the cut-off point, for here all movanent of electrons from cathode to plate 

is cut off. 

The lower bend in the curve can be made e1tb8r very sharp or gradual according 

to the manner in which the grid 1e wound. ror example, the type 2ijA tu.be diff era 

chiefl.J from the No. 35 in that it1 curve drops down almost verticall.J and then 

bends sharply to the left with a ve17 short cut-off, as in J'ig. 3, while that of the 

Wo. 35 slopes more and makes a big bend to the left. It approaches the zero axis 

very gradually and bas a lont; out-off. In the No. 2ijA tube the grid is wound over 

all with a uniform close weave or mesh, but in the No. 35 the grid ie wound closely 

at the upper and lower portion• and more and more looseq toward the middle. In 

other words, the winding of the grid mesh seems to determine the distribution of the · 

charge on the grid and consequently also its influence on .the electron movement. 

The Upper bend of the curve shows how a positive charge on the grid increases 

the electron movement toward the plate, and how when all the electrons leaving the 

cathode reach the plate. the plate cur-rent gradually becomes constant in value 

(indicated by the curve becoming horizontal.) 
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SHAPJl OF CURVE DETERMIID1S PERroRN.illCE OP' TUB! 

The manner in which a tube operates 11 deterznined 07 both the shape ot the 

curve and the normal location of the operating point, tbe operating point beiDg the 

place on the curve where the vertical line representing the no-1ignal grid potential 

intercepts the characteristic curve. If in. the curve illustrated, the grid is not 

bia.sed and is at zero potential, that is ,  at the same potential as the cathode or 

filament, the normal operating point falls at "A1 on the curve, for this is the point 

of intersection with tbe zero a.sis. If the grid.is operated at a negative bias of 

2 volts, the operati11g point falls a t · � " ;  and if it 11 at a 2-volt positive bias, 

the operating point is at •c". 

It is tlms evident that the operating point can be shifted to practically aJlT 

desired position on the curve by Mgula-tiDg the bias on the grid of the tube. It is 

most economical, of course, to operate the tube at all time, as far down on the curve 

as possible, for this keeps down the 1teady plate current flow and therefore increases 

the opera.till€ efficiency of the tube. 
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HOW SIGKAL YQLT4GIS Oli TK& GRID .uT�T PUTE CUBRENT FU>W 

If the tube represented by the curve in :rig. 1 baa the grid return br�ht. 

directl,y to the cathode ao that the operating poill.t falls at 1A1, the horizontal 

line "AD" repreeenta the eteadT value of plate current flowing. If a signal volta�e 

is then impres1ed on the grid a1 represented by the vertical wave 1-2-3-4-5-etc., 

1 t will cause ftriation,a in plate current flow as represented b7 the wave a-b-c-d-e-�tc .• 

.An examination of thee• curTe9 shows tbat a positive awing of the grid voltage as 

indicated by the loop 1-2-3 cauees an increaee in plate current ae represented by 

the loop a-b-c, and a · decrease in grid vol ta&e as indicated b7 loop 3-4-5 produr ,H 

a decrease in plate current as represented by loop c-d-e. 

But the maximum increaae in plate current at b corresponding to . grid potential 2 

is equal to the greatest decreaae at · d  correeponding to grid potential 4; that le, 

equal •riationa in grid potential bring about equivalent ftriationa in plate current 
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flow. BoweTer, eince the current cha.DK• repreaented b7 loop a-b-e-d-e involves a 

reater variB�ion in power than 11 repreeented b7 the grid volta,;e loop 1-2-3-4-5, 

the eignala have not only bean relq,ed trom the grid to the plate circt&.1 t, but the7 

have been invested with greater power, or amplified al 11 eoD1Donly stated. As long, 

then, a, the operating point f'alle on the etraight portion of the curve and the grid 

ew1:r:ig for the received aignal doea not ahift the operating point into either of the 

curved regions ,� signal voltage impressed on the grid will be accurate� repro 

duced in the plate circuit and at the ume time be greatly amplified, and the tube 

11 said to operate aP an amplifier. 

TB! IMPORT.ANOE o:r PROP.ER GRID BI.15 

.An ,important point to obeerve in connection w1 th the plate current characteristic 

shown .in· Fig. l is this: It is  not the actual value of plate current flowing tbe.t 

determines the degree of amplification available from a tube but i t  is  the variation 

or change in current flow for each input c;vc�e. 

To make this statement more clear - the currant in the pl.ate circuit of a tube 

consists of two components, a eteadT or constant flow aa determined b7 tlw B-volt9«e 

and reeiatance of the cirouit (correapondinc to line 1.A.D" in 11g. 1 ) ,  and 1f�er- 

· 1mposed on this ii a puleatiDg component created b7 the tluctuatil'l€ Bignal voltage 

impre11ed on tbe grid (eorreeponding to the ftft a-b-c-d-etc.). J'urther, a load 

impedance of some form ia connected into the plate cireuit1 and the current in flow 

ing through this load impedance creates a Toltage drop acroH it. rhis voltage 

inherently- aleo consist• ot two components, one 1• a conet&nt drop cauaed b7 tlw 

norual eurr'9nt flow and the other 1• a pulsating potential caUl!'dt by tba current 

fluctuations. The constant potential h of no uaetul purpose; t merel.7 diHi}latea 

part of the plate suppl.7 voltage, an4 tlw lower it can be kept the greater will be 

the operating efficienc7 • 
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However, the pulsating potential bu.11� up across the load resistor is important. 
' 'I, ,1 I 

ana. the greater this is,  the more �lific,;t.t��n is secured �rom the tube. Th:h in 

volve, two important oon114erl't1on1; the first is to maintain the ataadJ plate current 
. , .  

component at a low value so that as much as �ossible o! the B-euppl.y voltage is 

available for circuit operation, and the second is to JIBke the grid very sensitive 

so that it has maximum influence on the electron movement. Both of these features, 

of course, are a DBtter of tube decign and therefore a.problem of the desi6-n engineer. 

Keeping the steady plate current down, however, is to a great extent also a 

matter of operating the grid at the proper bias. The obJect is alw�s to bri:ng the 

normal operating point as low down on the curve as possible without drift)ng into 

the lower bend. For example, in Fig. 1 with the opera.ting point at 11.A.11 (correeponding 

to zero grid potential) the steady value of plate current is represented by_ "AD" and 

has a value of 15 milliamperes. The current fluctuations due to the signal voltage 
I 

on the grid vary about 3 milliamperes above and b�low this value. In other words, 

the total current fluctuation is 6 milliamperes. 

If the operat1Dg point were shifted to 11G11 on the curve, corresponding to e. 

negative grid bias of 1.4 volts, the ste8dy plate current flow would be represented 

by 11GH11 with a value of only 6 milliamperes and with the &f:llle signal voltage on the 

grid the plate current could still fluctuate 3 1J1111ia.mperes up and down without 

getting into the lower bend of the curve. Therefore, it certainly woulc. be more 

economi.ce.I t o .  operate at point 11G·11 than point �'A"• for there would be a savine of 

9 millia.mperee stea.� current flow without affect�ng the signal amplification. 

However, there is one p�ecaution that must be taken at this point, for if the 

signal voltages reaching the grid are strong 1enough to swing operation into the 
I, 

bend of the curve the plate current fluctuat'i'one will not .be uniform and symmetrical, 

· ' "  and signal distortion will result. This means that the strell6th of signal voltage 
' . . 

I 

that can be applied to the grid is limited by' t?e operating bias. In the operating 
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data aupplied by tube 11&nu.facturers for their different tubes the indicated grid bias 

18 generall7 or tueh a value that the normal opera ting point 1a located near the 

middle o! the straight portion ot the curve. The maximum signal that can then be 

applied to the grid without overloading the tube is limited to the bias voltage. 

TUl3E CI,ASSIFICATIONS AND OPERA.TING CHARACTERISTICS 

.1 though 1 t might appear that there already are more types of tubes available 

than the Radio Industry can er?!Ploy to best advantage, tube development still con 

tinues to broaden ant" expand at a rapid pace. New tube, are appearing regularly, 

with improved structural efficiency or with special operating characteristics to 

meet the requirements of the new circuit systems that are constantly being evolved. 

Tubes can be classified in several w�s: (1) according to their electrode 

structure or number of elements employed; (2) according to mechanical construction 

or t;ype of housing, and (3) according to the tuh�tion or class of service for which 

they are intended. In maey ca.see the same type of tube is available in two or three 

different forms, but that does not necessarily mean that they are interchangeable, 

�or there may be just enOU€h difference in operating characteristics to prevent 

aubsti tution. 

TUBRS CLlSSIFIED BT ELJroTRODE STRUCTURE, 

According to their electrode atructure or number of elements they contain, tubes 

can be classified as follows: 

DIODES 

A diode 11 the aimpleat form of tube and contains merely t.wo elements, a cathode 

and a plate. The t7Pe 81 and 12Z3 rectifier tubes are simple diodes. 
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TRIODES 

A triode 111 a 3-element tube, and contain• a cathode, grid and plate. The 

No. 27,  76, 45, 2.13, and 605 are typical triodee. In the ca,e of indirect}T heated 

cathodes the heater 11 not considered as a tube element. 

TETRO DES 

Tetrodes are 4-element tubes containi� a cathode, two grida and a plate. They 

are also called screen grid tubes, among which are the 24.A. and 35. The beam power 

tube is  aleo a fonn of tetrode. 

PENTODES 

Pentodes are 5-element tubes, and contain a cathode, three grids and a plate. 

Among these are the 77,78,bJ7, 61r7, 41 and 42. 

HEXODES 

Hexodes are 6-element tuoes containing a cathode, plate and four other elements. 

HEPTODES 

Heptodes are 7-element tubes containing a cathode, plate and five other elements 

usually grids. The term, pentagrid, (meaning 5 grids) is also commonly applied to 

this type of tube. The 6.A.7 and 6L7 are tubes 1n this group. 

DOO-DIODES 

These are two diodes in one composite. tube structure. Included in this group are 

power rectifiers such as the t;ype 80 and 84, and detector rectifiers such as the 6H6. 

DOUBLE-TRIODES 

These are composite tube strc.ctures containing''two triode unite. Among thestt tire 

the 6A6, 6E6, 6F8G, 6N7 and 6Y7G which have a common cathode for the two triodes. 

Also the 6C8G which has separate plate, grid and cathode terminal connections for each 

triode section. 
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lXJO-DIODE TRIODES 

These also are composite tube structures containing a double-diode and a trio�e 

with a comnon cathode connection. The double diodes are 1imilar to the 6B6, while 

the triode can be either the m.edium-mu or high-mu type. The 85 and 6R7 represent 

the former type, and the 75 and 6�7 .the latter type. 

DtX>-DIODE PENTODES 

These are composite tube structures that contain a double-diode and a pentode, 

all with a common cathode connection. The 6137 and 6138 are tubes of this tn,e. 

DIODE-PENTODES 

These are composite tube structures containing a diode rectifier and pentoda 

output amplifier. The 12.A.7 and 25J7G are tubes of this type. 

TRIODE-PENTODES 

These also are composite tube structures, but contain a triode and a pentode 

section with a common eathoda terminal. The 6Y7 and 6P7G are representatives of 

these tubes. 

In addition .to the above general classifications, there are also a n1Jmber of 

other composite tubea but of a more specialized nature • .Among these 11  the 6n5, 

a duo-triode or direct coupled power amplifier, and its metal equivalent, the 616 

and 6N6G. There 18 also the 6J8G, a triode-heptode used in superheterod¥ne receh·era 

as a triode oscillator and pentagrid mixer. All these tubes are taken up in greater 

detail in later lessons where typical circuit applications are also given. 

TUBES CLASSIFIED AS TO FUNCTION OR CLASS OF SERVICE 

�· to the class of aervice for which they are intended, tubes can be arranged 

into the following groups: 
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. .  

The  detector ••rv•• to separate the voice frequency- component of a modulated 

1ignal from the high frequency carrier. Diodes, triodes, tetrode, and pentode1 

are used aa detector1. 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS 

A voltage amplifier tabe serves to step up the potential of a signal so that 

it can swing the grid of the nut tube with greater intensity. Typical voltage 

amplifier tubes are the 24., 35 ,  77, 7S. 6J7 and 6K7. 

§Pffl,...OONTROL ,MIPLIFID 

A type of R.r. amplifier that reqUiree a high negative bias to reduce the plate 

current to sero, and hence large signo..l voltages can be applied before modulation 

distortion seta in. They have a VAriabla-mu control grid. The type 35, 78, 6D6 

and 6K7 are of the super cont�Ql �.fP&, 

A power amplifier tube is one d9s1gnsd to develop or release a greater amount of 

power in the output stage fol" ap.era ti D.8 the reproducer system. The 41, 42, 43, 45, 

5A3, 6L6 and 6V6 are typical power amplifier tubes. 

RECTU'IERS 

Rectifiers are tubes uaed 1n A.C. power suppl.J' units for converting the A.C • 

pow.er supply voltage to pul§at\ng D.C. voltage. A half-wave rectifier allows current 

flow only during ever,y alternate halt cycle, and consists of a �1ngle diode, such as 

the tn,e 81 or 12Z3 tub�. .A ttµl-wav,.., r-ectifie:r rennits current flow during each 

half cycle, and consists of a d.ouble .iio-cle, such as the type '  80 and 84 tubes, etc. 
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'V'OLliG:I OOUBI.Jm 

A voltage d.oubler ia a twin diode with 1eparate cathode terminals ao that the 

two sections can be connected in series in a voltage doubling circuit. The 25Z5 and 

25Z6 tubes are suitable as volta&e doubler,. 

OSCILL,AsTORS 

.An oscillator ia a tube arranged to convert D.C. power, ae from a B-battery, to 

high frequency ;..c. power. Triodes such as the 76 and 6J5G are comnonly ueed as 

oscillators. 

MIXER TUBES 

A mixer tube is one which can accept two voltages of different frequenciea, com 

bine the two, and deJ.iver an output frequency which is equal to the sum or difference 

of the two input frequencies. The 617 and 6L7G are �u.ch mixer tubes. 

CONVERTERS 

A converter ii a. epecial form of mixer tube in which one of tbAt two heterodyning 

frequencies 11 deTelopei by eelf-oscillation in a portion ot the tube itself. The 

6A7, 6;.g and 6D8G are such converter tubes. They all contain five grids and hence 

are frequently called pentagrid c�nvertera. 

TUNING I!lDICATOR TUBES 

'l'uning indicator tubes or Electric E,yes as the¥ are frequent� called, emplo7 a 

beam of electrons that produce a luminous area on a fluorescent �cr�en or target, the 

sise of thi1 .  luminous area dependill& upon tbe potential applied t� the control grid 

of the tube. The grid thus serve, as a control element to indicai� the condition, in 

the circuit to which it is connected. 
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RADIO TUBE MANUAIS 

Nearly all or the radio tube manufacturers publish u.nuals oontaining up-to-_ 

date information on the characteristics or their tubes. These manuals can, in 

many instances, be obtained by all interested without charge. On the other hand, 

oharges are made by some organizations to cover the cost or printing these manuals. 

A tube manual may give the following information about tubes: 

1. Type number 
2 .  Construction 

a. Style (Glass or metal and so forth) 
b. Class (Diode or triode and so forth) 
c.  Basing Diagram (Socket connections and so forth) 

).  Emitter 
a. Type (Cathode or filament.and so forth) 
b. Volts > 

c.  Amperes 
4. Capacitances in micro micro farads 

a. C-gp (Screen grid to plate capacity) 
b. C-in (Grid to other elements capacity) 
c.  C-out (Plate to other elements capacity) 

5. Use (Amplifier-rectifier-oscillator and so forth) 
6. Plate volts 
1. Negative grid volts 
e. Screen vel ts 
9. Plate current (milliamperes) 

10. Screen current (milliamperes) 
11. Plate resistance in ohms 
12 .  Mutual conductance in micromhos 
13. Amplification factor 
14. Load for rated power output (Ohms) 
15. Power output (undistorted-milliwatts) 

From the above, it can be seen that the date given about a tube enables the ser- 

viceman to determine the relative characteristics or one tube in respect to another. 

This inf'ormation is oftentimes helpful when making replacements. Although a set 

manufacturer may specify one type, several types may actually be used to obtain 

satisfactory results. It is, however, best to use the type of tube specified by 

the manufacturer of the set whenever possible. 
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